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Second Chance Pass it on, trade it in, give it a second life. Marquis spas are manufactured in
Independence, Oregon. This employee owned company was founded in Marquis Spa has the
Tradecertified. Marquis Spas does not sell replacement spa parts directly to consumers, but you
can find all of their hot tub parts and accessories that you need on Hot Tub Outpost at great
prices. We carry spa pumps, circulation pumps, heaters, blowers, ozone test kits and
replacement ozone generators, jets, spa packs, spa controls, plumbing parts and more. We also
have a full line of accessories including replacement spa covers, cover lifters, fragrances, spa
filters, chemicals, steps, mineral sticks, drink trays, safety rails, patio umbrellas and many other
great products at great prices. Get everything you need for your Marquis Spa with our easy
online ordering and shipping right to your door. Marquis Spa Pillows. We offer the E-Series spa
pillow and lounger pillow and the Signature spa pillow on right current as well as crescent
pillow fasteners and stainless steel pillow screws too. The model number of your Marquis pillow
is etched in the back of the pillow. We also offer the pillow back fastener that fit into the shell
which come with a stainless steel screw that is just under an inch long. See the Marquis Spas
pillows. Replacement filter cartridges for Marquis Spas include:. See all of our Filbur
replacement filters or the Outpost filter alternatives if you need a different one. See our Marquis
Spa jet category for a complete listing of jets and jet bodies for select model Marquis Spas.
Chemicals used in Marquis Spas are basically the same chemicals as are used in many other
hot tub brand spas. It is important to have a sanitizer bromine or chlorine and monitor the pH.
Many Emerald Spas are outfitted with a disinfectant dispenser that uses bromine or
trichloro-s-triazinetrione tablets 1 inch diameter. Some Marquis Spas come standard with the
Spa Frog In-Line system, so you just need to replace the bromine cartridge and mineral
cartridge regularly and monitor the water chemistry with test strips. There is a dial on the top
that adjusts the sanitizerlevel for both dual and single filter systems. Need a replacement
chemical dispenser? We offer these integrated tablet chemical dispensers used in Emerald
Spas. Get the best deal on a multi-pack of the larger gram bromine cartridges. We offer the
replacement mineral and bromine cartridges. We also offer Floating Frog for those that don't
have the housing. Never open the Frog cap when the jets are running. To open, remove the
holder by pushing down and turning clockwise then pull out to access the holder. Remove and
replace the mineral cartridge top part and the bromine cartridge bottom part. The mineral
cartridge can be adjusted and should be replaced every months or so depending on spa use.
We offer a wide variety of Marquis spa topside control panels and overlays as well as complete
spa packs and replacement control systems. Contact us if assistance is required or complete
the Marquis Spa Parts finder request form below. Marquis Spas manufactures both hot tubs and
swim spas. There are 2 series of Marquis Spas - the Signature line and the e-Series hot tub
models. The 7 spas in the e-Series offers standard features with several options as well as some
plug and play spa models. The 10 Signature hot tubs offer advanced hydrotherapy and
performance options. The smallest spa in Marquis' Signature Series is the Rendezvous corner
spa, which seats up to 3 adults, has 1 spa pump and 14 massage jets. Next is the Spirit spa,
with room for up to 4 adults, 32 jets and 1 pump, measuring 84" x 66" x 35". The Mirage spa fits
up to 5 persons, with 38 jets, 1 pump and a curved lounger in a 79" square shaped spa with
rounded edges. The Wish spa fits up to 5 bathers with a massage lounger, 50 hydrotherapy jets,
2 pumps and a curvy 84" x 84" shell. The Resort spa fits up to 5 adults in an The 5 person Show
hot tub features an E-Suite monitor, Captain's seat and 2 Adirondack chairs in a 90" x 94" shell
with 3 spa pumps and 82 jets. The Promise Hot Tub comes with 1 or 2 spa pumps, multi-level

seating for 6 adults, 48 jets and measures 79" x The Epic hot tub has 3 High Output Therapy
zones, multilevel seating for 6, deep soak seats, 65 jets, 2 spa pumps and is 90" squared. The 6
person Reward spa has a full body lounge, 2 therapy seats, 58 massage jets, 2 spa pumps and
is Up to 7 can fit in the Euphoriahot tub, a non-lounger, 90" square spa with 2 pumps and 58
hydro therapy jets. The e-Series by Marquis Spas all have premium features that come standard,
including Smart Clean filtration, e-zone hydrotherapy, stainless steel jets, waterfalls and
optional ozone or audio systems. The smallest hot tub, the , is rectangular and fits up to 3
adults. The and models each sit up to 5 adults in a 77" square shell, with 1 spa pump, and 25 or
35 spa jets. The is a round spa with a 76" diameter and open seating for up to 6 adults,
containing 1 spa pump and 24 massage jets. The hot tub is an 84" square shell with 6 seats
including a float-less lounge, 2 waterfalls, 45 hydrotherapy jets and 2 spa pumps. The hot tub
seat model up to 7, with 2 waterfalls, interior LED lighting, 60 massage jets and 2 spa pumps in
a 90" square shell. The hot tub is 84" square, with seating for up to 7 adults including 2 deep
therapy seats, 2 waterfalls, interior LED lights, 2 spa pumps and 50 hydrotherapy jets. Marquis'
swim spas have bowed sidelines - allowing for more swimming space and a true 4 foot water
depth. Marquis' flagship swim spa is the ATV , which comes with 6 high volume turbo jets, a
therapy seat and a cool down seat, 3 x dual speed pumps, 26 therapy jets and a swim tether.
The ATV 14 swim spa measures The ATV is a larger swim spa measuring " x It is available as a
top performance Kona model with 2 x dual speed swim pumps and Whitewater 4 jets, plus a
third pump to power the therapy seats. This swim spa is also available in the ATV Sport
configuration with 3 x dual speed pumps and 6 turbo swim jets. Finding Marquis Spa Parts at
Hot Tub Outpost Enter the part number into the search box at the top of any page including this
one to go right to the part. Enter the description of the part you need or brand in the search box
above. Search the section of the part type you need such as control panels , spa heaters ,
pillows ,or filters. Or see the spa parts store for all parts. Shoot us an email to support
hottuboutpost. Have a question about a particular item? We will answer it fast. Or complete the
Marquis Spa Parts Finder form below and a parts match tech will review and update you. If
requesting a particular part and you don't know the part number, provide your spa serial
number along with your email query for faster part identification. Hot Tub Outpost doesn't keep
that email computer in the barn, we have it right in our store so we get your message, usually
within minutes. Of course, if you are the chatty type, go ahead and use the chat box below or
give us a call. Hot Tub Outpost is an independent business entity and is not an agent or affiliate
of Marquis Spas. Hot Tub Parts All Misc. All Christmas Gifts Gifts Under Marquis Spa Pillows
We offer the E-Series spa pillow and lounger pillow and the Signature spa pillow on right
current as well as crescent pillow fasteners and stainless steel pillow screws too. Chemicals for
Marquis Hot Tubs Chemicals used in Marquis Spas are basically the same chemicals as are
used in many other hot tub brand spas. Need a replacement housing for the Frog Inline system?
We offer those too. Marquis Spa Controls We offer a wide variety of Marquis spa topside control
panels and overlays as well as complete spa packs and replacement control systems. Marquis
Spas hot tubs Marquis Spas manufactures both hot tubs and swim spas. We are here to help.
It's always nice to have options, especially when it adds extra amenity, functionality or
convenience to your hot tub experience. For pricing and availability of options, accessories or
hot tub supplies, please contact your local Marquis Dealer. Get pricing. In addition, it upgrades
the minimum electrical service requirements to volts and 30 amps, and is also compatible with
50 amp service. Eligible models include:. Great for hot tub parties, outdoor dining, relaxation
and music therapy, the audio option builds an audio receiver, twin speakers, and a subwoofer
into your hot tub. Featuring Bluetooth connectivity, stream your favorite music, internet radio
and more from your mobile device. View audio options. Control pumps and lighting, schedule
filtration cycles, and turn on MicroSilk on equipped models. Ideal for vacation homes or any
situation where remote access is beneficial, such as turning on your spa lights and therapy jets
before a nighttime soak. The app is free to download and there are no monthly Cloud service
fees. The system is also compatible with older Marquis hot tubs manufactured from and
beyond, and may be installed by a qualified spa technician. Covers: A premium hot tub cover is
included with your new Marquis hot tub purchase. Replacement covers are available through
your local Marquis Dealer. Please note: Due to high demand, some replacement covers have
limited availability. Please contact your nearest Marquis Dealer for more information. Cover lifts:
Take it easy on yourself with an optional cover lift. Designed to fit your Marquis hot tub, a cover
lift makes it easier to open and close your hot tub cover. Some cover lift designs mount directly
to the spa or a surrounding deck, while others are supported by a base that slides underneath
the spa. Depending on the model, the cover lift may require extra clearance on one or more
sides of the hot tub. Marquis only sells quality cover lifts made from corrosion-resistant,
powder-coated aluminum. Learn more. The perfect complement to your Marquis hot tub,

sharing its color palette and design cues. Depending on which hot tub model you select, a
selection of steps and benches may be combined to achieve a custom look. Select benches
also provide extra storage. View Environments video. Insulation also solidifies the overall
construction and helps the spa to run quieter. Taking care of your Marquis hot tub has never
been easier thanks to our low-maintenance hot tub supplies. Options include
manually-dispensed sanitizer crystals and floats, or replacement cartridges for Marquis'
automated in-line sanitation system. Self-contained in-line cartridges are easy to load, using
natural minerals and a choice of bromine or chlorine to treat your water so it is safe and clean.
Simply set the amount of chemicals to release based on your hot tub usage and your hot tub
will be ready to enjoy when it is time to relax. Always use genuine Marquis filters to keep your
hot tub in tip-top shape. Marquis filters match the increased flow rate and pressure of the
Marquis filtration system. Engineering and testing resulted in a selection of filters that
effectively trap organic debris until you are ready to remove and clean your filters. Designed for
easy access, Marquis filters use an antimicrobial-treated material that makes your
water-care-maintenance routine a breeze. On selected Marquis hot tubs, add one or both of
these sanitation options to add convenience and share the workload of water care. This elegant
option adds additional multipoint LED lighting to the spa interior, accent lights on the spa
exterior, as well as variable color modes and transitions. Improve nighttime visibility, enhance
the beauty of your spa, and supplement stress relief and relaxation. View lighting options. View
MicroSilk video. While stainless steel jet faces do not affect the performance of your hot tub,
they do give it a more premium look. Optional on Celebrity Hot Tubs. Pumps are the heart of a
hot tub and contribute directly to the hydrotherapy experience. On selected one-pump models,
a second or, auxiliary pump may be added to enhance hot tub performance. Contact your
authorized dealer to discuss your best options for the cleanest water, replacement chemicals or
how to custom create your environment. Contact your dealer Get Brochure. Get Pricing Find a
dealer Request Brochure. Stylize your experience Contact your authorized dealer to discuss
your best options for the cleanest water, replacement chemicals or how to custom create your
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